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Reading the WATER for WIND DIRECTION 

 
 * Crucial to all Sailing-  As the Boat and the Sail need to be adjusted  

 to the WIND direction to keep the boat sailing in balance,  
efficiently w/o straining, and safely. 

 
*  In small lakes, especially where there are coves and hills, the wind  

will change direction as you move around the lake.  Tell tails on the sail 
&/or the boom will give you the best indication of wind direction 
changes that will require you to adjust boat direction or sail trim. 

Small wavelets (3-6”) in light breezes. 
Wave crests make small pattern as 
shown.  

A dark patch within the wavelets is an 
indication of a gust.  It will move in 
general direction of wind.   

Stronger winds  (10-20 knots), create 
well-defined wave crests and troughs 
(1-2 ft. between troughs).  Real 
waves not wavelets.  

Wind bends into coves & softens. 
Coming out of a cove, wind 
straightens and  gets stronger. 
 
Wind can be more unpredictable if  
coming from the NW (@ Cedar 
Lake) as it can dive down from hill 
tops and spreads out in all directions 
at surface of lake. 
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Boom 
22.5 degrees 
Hull Ctr. line 

Bow 
45 degrees 
Off wind 

Points of Sail-   

Wind 

Bow 
180 degrees 

Off wind 

Bow 
90 degrees 
Off wind 

Boom 
45 degrees 

Hull Ctr. line 

Boom 
90 degrees 

Hull Ctr. line 

CLOSE-HAULED – 45 -75 degrees 
 

Bow 45 degrees off wind at best. 
Attempts in 0-45 degrees– Boat luffs to a stop. 
Wind forces are strongest to “roll” boat over. 

Boat most vulnerable during gusts. 
High winds require “Hiking out” to 

try to keep hull roll under 20 degrees.  
Sit forward in cockpit for best hull trim.  

REACHING—75-150 degrees 
 

Boat “most stable” during gusts. 
Boat at its fastest on a reach. 

High winds might require “Hiking out” to 
try to keep hull roll under 20 degrees.  

Boat Hull can jump up to “Planing Speed” 
Sit on side of cockpit for best hull trim. 

RUNNING– 150-180 degrees 
 

NOT boats fastest course. 
Can be warmest on hot day (Low relative wind). 
Gusts can cause boat to “Yaw” back and forth. 

Less stable as boom can dip into water on a “Yaw” 
High winds tend to bury bow into a wave trough, 

So sit further back in cockpit to keep bow up. 
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Points of Sail-  CHART 

 Point of  
Sail  

Name 

Angle of WIND 
to 

Boat Centerline 
(approx.) 

Angle of BOOM  
to 

Boat Centerline 
( "1/2" of Wind Angle) 

Sailboat 
STABILITY / 

TENDENCIES 

  
DEAD Zone 

 
Head to Wind 

 

45-0 0-22.5 
- 

Luffing 
Boom near  

boat centerline 

Loss of boat speed 
(Good for docking 
or bringing boat  

to a stop) 
- 

Loss of rudder 
control due to low  
speed can put boat 

in "Irons" 
 TACKING / 

 
POINTING 

 

45 22.5 
boom in tight but, 

not tightest possible 
- 

Too tight is called 
pinching- slows boat 

Vulnerable to 
capsizing if 

in strong gusts 
- 

Need to hike out 
quickly to control 

  
REACHING 

90 45 Fast & more stable 
against boat's 

"rolling" in gusts 

  
BROAD 

 
REACHING 

135 67.5 
(approx.) 

 

"Fastest" & 
"Most" stable 
against boat's 

"rolling" in gusts 

  
RUNNING 

180 90 "NOT Fastest" 
Tendency to 

"YAW" in gusts 
- 

Boom may dip into 
water- disruptive 

WIND 
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DUCK ! 
Quickly “Ease out” main 
sheet as boom reaches end 

of travel on new side. 
 

If not “eased out”, jolt of 
boom can cause bad “Yaw”  

TACKING & GYBING 
Putting Wind on other side 

Wind 

TACKING 
 

Tacking requires boom in tight 
and hard/quick rudder to carry boat’s 
speed completely through the turn. 

 

Safest way to make wind turn- 
as boom goes slowly over your head. 

 

Since “Luffing” zone is 45 degrees ei-
ther side of wind.  Boat will not have 

wind power again until past 45 degrees 
on other side of the wind turn. 

GYBING 
Tricky-  Hull’s speed can not be slowed 
through turn- as wind power catches the 
other side of sail’s leech in an instant. 

 

Least safe way to make wind turn– as  
boom goes by very fast over your head. 

<- Hard rudder 

NO Wind Power- 
Luffing zone 

Hard rudder ->> 

Start pulling in 
Boom before 

turn to minimize 
Arc of boom’s 

fast travel. 

Steady up on any new course. 
Adjust sail and rudder trim as  

Needed. 
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DOCKING 

Wind 

 
 D 
 O  
 C 
 K 

WRONG ! 
Can’t dump Speed 
Going downwind. 

Dangerous ! 

IDEAL !    (dock parallel) 
Start approach on a Reach. 
Aim for corner of dock or  

a point just downwind of corner 

Slow Down.– by Easing 
Main sheet and turning upwind. 

Allow sail to LUFF & STOP Hull 

GRAB on to Dock 
Have Bow line ready 

DOCK 

WORST ! (dock at 90 degrees) 
Start approach on a Reach. 

with Sail Luffing to STAY SLOW. 
GRAB on to Dock 

Boom sweeps over dock-Luffing 

SLOW– On a Reach but  
with Boom out extra  

SAFER ! 
  “Luff Up” near dock 

drop sail, drift or  
Paddle to dock 
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TACKING to Spot  
or Race Mark 

Wind 

Close-hauled 
(Boom @ 22.5 degrees) 

Start looking ABEAM (90 degrees) 

Start NEW Tack 
When mark or spot  

along side of helmsman 

Start NEW Tack 
When mark/ spot  

ABEAM of helmsman 
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GETTING OUT ! 
from “Irons” 

Wind 

QUICKEST– if STOPPED ! 
 

Pull up Dagger board ! 
Hand-Push boom to  

BACK WIND 
Hull should fall off the wind. 

Tighten Sail– Main sheet. 
Dagger board back DOWN 

Sail off ! 

“Irons” or “handcuffed” 
A stopped (even backwards)  
condition– dead into wind. 

Can’t steer- (rudder ineffective) 
Can’t trim sail- (boom on centerline) 

Wind 

QUICKEST– if BACKWARDS ! 
 

Pull up Dagger board ! 
Hand-Push boom to  

BACK WIND 
Hull should fall off the wind 

Rudder– steers STERN. 
Tighten Sail– Main sheet. 

Dagger board back DOWN 
Sail off ! 

“Stopped” 
“Going Backwards” 
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TACKING & GYBING 
DRILLS 

Wind 

RACE TRACK-  Different @ ends 

FIGURE 8’S– Same @ ends 

TACKS– as shown 
Start when mark abeam helmsman 
Watch hulls motion around Mark 

Look ahead for next mark– Steer/trim 
Work for best “smoothness & speed” 

GYBES– reverse direction 
Start when mark abeam helmsman 
Watch hulls motion around Mark 

Look ahead for next mark– Steer/Trim 
Work for best “smoothness & speed” 

TACKS– as shown 
Start when mark abeam helmsman 
Watch hulls motion around Mark 

Look ahead for next mark– Steer/trim 
Work for best “smoothness & speed” 

GYBES– as shown 
Start when mark abeam helmsman 
Watch hulls motion around Mark 

* Look ahead for next mark– Steer/Trim 
Work for best “smoothness & speed” 
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CAPSIZING-  DRILL 

Wind 

STAY WITH BOAT– It does not sink even half way- 
Cockpit stays dry– above surface 

 
Mast stays in hole— If you pulled upper spar tight to top when you left shore 

Dagger board should stay in its slot– If you have a shock cord on it. 
 

1. Release main sheet (if in jam cleat)– boom needs to be free to swing 
       (So the sail will rise without fighting water on top of it.) 

2. Quickly, Muscle bow into the wind so that boom will be seek centerline. 
              (prevents boat from “sailing off” once righted). 
3. Quickly,  pull your chest up onto dagger board to pry boat 
              & sail upright.  Don’t strain yourself, just rest on the board. Wait! 
              As soon as boat starts to come up, get ready to slide off board &  
              re-board. 
5.    Look around for any gear floating away.  Get your bearings and  
              get boat sailing again.  If in “IRONS”, take appropriate actions. 

“Turned Turtle” 
When to many minutes have 
gone by  before weight put 

on dagger board. 
May need Rowboat 

Assistance to Flip-Up 
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Miscellaneous– Items and Cautions 

Weather- 
            Lightning-  Get off lake quickly, drop sails, tie up boat, seek shelter.  A lightening  
                        strike nearby can charge all the water in the lake and stun you or worse.  Rare 
                        But! 
 
            High Winds-  Sail only in light to moderate winds as you’re learning.  High winds  
                        can be punishing to you and your sail.  If it’s so strong as to capsize you  
                        multiple times, you can be getting fatigued and possibly injured.  Time for PFD 
                        and head for shore. 
 
            Storm Clouds &/or Thunder-  Indicators of above conditions to occur.  Be safe  
                        rather  than sorry. 
 
 
 
Gear to Have on-board- 
          PFD-  Personal Floatation Device-  Wear it or have it in storage space for you  
                        and any passenger. 
             
            SUN Protection-  Hat (shade face),  Sunglasses (cuts glare), Sunscreen  
                    lotion (water reflection increases sunburn even on face under a hat). 
 
            Footwear-   Sneakers or water shoes (rubber).  Water in cockpit or on deck can get  
                        slippery.  A sudden unexpected slip could leave you bruised or temporarily out 
                        of control of the boat.  Again, be safe rather than sorry. 
 
            Liquids-  Plastic container with beverage (soda, lemonade, water) to stay hydrated. 
 
 
 
Gear “NOT” to Have on-board- 
            NO Keys or Necklaces around neck-  In capsize situation, there is a chance of  
                        items getting tangled in the lines while underwater. 
 
            NO Glass bottles (beverages, etc.,)-  Potential breakage & cut hazard during  
                        maneuvers.    
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To use this learning aids:  Copy this page (copier), then cut them (items A, B, C) out, then paste the 3 items to a small sheet 
of cardboard for durability.   Poke a small ( 1/8” hole in the item  A as shown, in item B– where the mast is, and in the center 
of item C- the wind card.  Insert a single round headed paper fastener through the hole in item A, then  thru hole in item B (the 
mast), then thru item C– center and then spread fastener flat.  Now: Rotate the boat on the wind chart pointing in any direction 
(except into no-man's-land). If you have aimed the boat into an area marked "CLOSE REACH, " place boom and sail (item A) 
within one of the boat's areas marked "CLOSE REACH."  Boom and sail must be on the side of the boat away from the wind. 
If the boat points to the segment marked "RUNNING," place the boom on the line marked "RUN." If you have aimed the boat 
into a section labeled "BROAD REACH," put the boom within an area of the boat marked "BROAD REACH." If the boat 
points into "no-man's-land," the boom must, of course, also be located in "no-man's-land," and it will be helpless. 

Boom/Sail- item A 

Boat– item B 

Wind Box– item C 

Round head paper 
fastener holes 
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  KNOTS 
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Rigging & Getting Underway 
 

* Assumes the boat is tied up in front of a dock & the sails are furled on its deck. 
 
 

            1.  Check wind direction relative to dock and the direction the boat is pointing. 
                        a.  If bow is not pointed roughly into the wind, the boom and sail will be  
                             unmanageable as you try to hoist the sail. 
                                    1.  If this is the case, release the bow and stern docking  lines and bring the 
                                                boat around so that it is pointing more or less into the wind. 
 

            2.  Install rudder into bracket on stern.  This usually requires a kneeling position facing aft. 
                        Slide the tiller past the stern and then bring it back under the bridle/traveler line/wire 
                        on the stern.  Place the rudder’s bracket near the stern bracket, then push up the     
                        locking shaft from underwater to allow the skinny part of shaft to slide into the boat’s 
                        bracket on top and below.   Release the ‘push up” on shaft so it locks to boats        
                        bracket top and bottom.  Check with fingers underwater to insure the bottom is in the 
                        bracket.  If the rudder is in “Up” position, put two hands on tiller firm but gently push. 
 

            3.  Install the dagger board-  You may have to push the sail spars a little out of the way to 
                        insert the board.  Check that no telltale or line is in the dagger board slot.  The board 
                        goes in such that the longest straightest edge is facing forward.  Run the dagger     
                        board’s bungee cord up to and around the mast.  This cord insures that the dagger  
                        board doesn’t float away on a capsizing as well as it will keep the board up when in 
                        shallow waters.  For best control & steering from dock, have board all the way down. 
 

            4.  Gather/Check-Off  Miscellaneous Gear-   
                        a.  Have a life jacket in stowage  or be wearing it.   
                        b.  Check for bailing sponge, bailing scoop, sunscreen, sunglasses, water bottle. 
                        c.  Have on Sneakers or rubber soled foot wear.  
 

            5.  Hoisting of Sail- 
                        a.  Untie and unfurl mainsheet from around the sail and spars. 
                        b.  Free mainsheet from jam cleat to allow boom to be raised by the halyard. 
                                    Insure that there is a figure eight knot at the end of the mainsheet. 
                        c.  Check that the top spar is in the top position on deck and the sail not bunched up or 
                                    pinched between the spars.  You want to hoist cleanly with out any snagging. 
                        c.  Un-cleat the main halyard from the deck cleat.  Check the top of the mast to insure 
                                    that halyard is lined up fore and aft for easy hauling.  If it’s twisted, simply 
                                    grasp the mast and rotate it for proper fore and aft halyard alignment. 
                        d.  Pull down on the halyard with one hand while watching that the sail is going up 
                                    cleanly and not getting pinched or caught on anything.  If it is, use the other 
                                    hand to untangle the sail.  Once the sail starts to tug on the boom, use your 
                                    other hand to rotate the boom so that the gooseneck is level and not binding 
                                    against the mast.  Pull the upper spar all the way to the top of the mast (1-2”)  
                                    before securing the halyard back to the deck cleat (figure eights & a stopper).  
            6.  Getting away from the dock- 
                        a.  Release the stern line first, then the bow line.  Get into the cockpit but keep a hand 
                                    on the dock to keep the boat in control.  Look around for other boats, 
                                    swimmers, and any approaching gusts or wind shifts. 
                        b.  If the wind is pressing the boat into the dock, allow the boat to slide back to a  
                                    corner of the dock and pivot the bow into and past the wind to fill the sail. 
                        c.  Pull in the sail to get some power in the sail and give a strong push off the dock 
                                    to insure that the boat has enough initial speed to make the rudder  
                                    effective in turning the boat further away from the wind to fully fill the sail to 
                                    power  away from the dock.. 
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Returning to Dock & Un-Rigging  
 
            1.   Check wind direction relative to dock for approach- 
 

                        a.  You must approach dock from a “downwind position” as it is the ONLY way  
                                                That allows you to slow the boat by turning the boat up into the “dead 
                                                zone” and/or letting out the sheet out to “luff” to a stop right in front of 
                                                the dock.. 
                                    1.  Approach a “point” about 2 boat lengths downwind of the dock at a  
                                                moderate speed.  Once there, loosen the main sheet for luffing and steer 
                                                the boat “UP” to coast right up to the dock.  If the boat is going too slow 
                                                you might get caught “in irons” and short of your dock.  Plan B might be 
                                                to use the bailing scoop to go the last few feet or assist you in turning the 
                                                boat to tack away and try again. 
                                                 
                        *  If the wind is blowing against (45-90 degrees) the dock, there is really is no way to 
                                    sail up to the dock safely.  If this is the case, the prudent alternative is to pick 
                                    a point about 3 boat lengths upwind of the dock to tack into and luff to a stop.  
                                    Then quickly, go forward and lower the sail to the deck.  If you were in a good 
                                    luffing position the sail and spars will come right down on deck (not in the  
                                    water).  Being up wind of the dock, the wind may simply blow you right to the 
                                    dock.  You can assist the drifting by raising the dagger board and  using the  
                                    bailing scoop and tiller to reach the dock. 
 

            2.   Secure the boat to the dock-      Bow line first then stern line.  Make boat snug to dock 
                                    so that there is “NO GAP to Open Up” while you get in an out of the boat. 
 

            3.   Lower the Sail-    Un-cleat halyard carefully so as to maintain a good grip while  
                                    lowering.  Avoid having spars come crashing down on deck. 
 

            4.   Raise or remove rudder/tiller.  If raising, use two hand on tiller and firmly but gently 
                                    pull. 
 

            5.   Remove Dagger Board-  Precaution against any successful unauthorized sailings.  
 

            6.   Furl Sail and Spars-   Pull the main sheet tight and jam it so that boom is locked near boat 
                                    centerline.  Then use the free end of the main sheet to wrap around the sail, the 
                                    spars, and possibly the tiller to keep them together down the “centerline” of the 
                                    boat.  This should keep them from getting into the water, rubbing against dock,  
                                    and chaffing holes in the sail.  It also prevents a strong wind from opening up 
                                    the sail on deck and driving the boat hard against the dock and possible sail 
                                    damage.  An alternative to wrapping the main sheet around the spars is use the 
                                    main sheet to tie two square knots around the spars One just aft of the middle of 
                                    the cockpit and another further aft to include the tiller.  This alternative is also 
                                    quicker to do and undo than a wrap. 
 

                        * Optional Sail and Spar Stowage.  Since exposure to sunlight will slowly fade the 
                                    colored panels in the sail, you may chose to remove the sail, mast and spars 
                                    from the boat if it is not going to be used for a week or so.  Typical storage  
                                    locations are in a garage or basement.  Simply raise the mast out of its hole in 
                                    the deck  (but keep the end in the gooseneck) and lay it down with the spars and  
                                    sail.  Then use the halyard to wrap the sail and spars into a bundle to carry away. 
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Cedar Lake-  Bottom Contours  (in Feet) -1995 

N 

E 
W 

S 
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            TYPICAL COURSE                                    SCORING 

place   points             place   points 
1          6                      6+       .5 
2          4                      DNF    .2  did not  finish 
3          3                      DQ      .1  disqualified 
4          2 
5          1 
 
Standings: 
            Based on point average established by 
competing in at least 1/2 of races.  DNF & DQ hurt 
your average. 

 

Standing= total pst./ # races   ( compared to others avgs.) 
 

Remove a DNF by always finishing  ! 
Remove a DQ by taking a Self-Penalty ! 

 
  

Self Penalty:   
            ( taken ASAP and not in other's way ) 

 

1. If touched a turning mark, circle mark again and 
            continue. 
2. If over start line early, circle outside of start line 
            buoy (either one) and re-cross start-line and 
            continue. 
3. If broke a right-of-way rule, do two 360 degree 
            turns, then continue 

General Right-Of-Way Rules:   ( for two boats approaching each other at 3 boat lengths) 
                                                                                                                        HAILS 
1.  Wind on same same side,  windward gives way (keeps clear)                " Up " 
2.  Wind on opposite side, PORT tacker gives way (keeps clear)                " Starboard " 
3.  Boat overtaking from astern, must keep clear of boat ahead 
4.  Boat passing to windward, can be forced higher (until mast abeam).    " Up " 
            Stops "Up" of leeward boat when at mast abeam position                 "Mast abeam" 
5.  Boat passing to leeward, must be left alone (proper course to mark) 
6.  Boat with inside overlap when leading boat is 2 boat lengths from    "Room at the Mark" 
             mark, is entitled to inside room to make turn at mark.  Conversely, lead 
            boat at 2 boat lengths seeing no overlap can so advise closing boat 
            that he/she is going to turn tightly at the mark.                                  " NO Room " 
7.  During Tack or Gybe itself, you have no rights until you have  completed 
            maneuver and are drawing wind in your sail.  You can not just tack 
            into someone else's space nor hail for it until you have completed it 
            and the other boat is given  sufficient time to get clear after so hailed. 
8.  If an obstruction ( shallow water, dock, lilypads) requires you to tack, "Room to Tack" 
            but to do so would cause you to collide with another, you can request  
            room by hailing.  A hail response to such a request is required.         “ You Tack " or 
                                                                                                                           " Tacking " 

N 

West 
Side 

East 
 Side 

2 1 

3 4 

Start/ 
Finish 

CEDAR LAKE 

Cedar Lake Sailboat Racing 
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Starting Rules: 
 
1.  NO sudden turns during pre-start maneuver.  ( due to concentration of boats ) 
2.  NO "barging" in at the last minute for room at a starting mark and hailing "for room".  That 
            rule does not apply to starting marks.  Leeward boat is allowed to sail close-hauled (not 
            luffing) or a direct course to first mark.  If that does not leave room for a windward " 
            barger", that's  too bad for him/her.  The "barger" must keep clear. 
3.  Luffing rules at the start are the same as the rest of the course.  You can sail "up" on a 
            windward passer ( as far as "head to wind" (without tacking) ) to curtail a pass ,as long 
            as, all boats to windward of them are also not in the protected "mast abeam" position..  
            If you can't luff all, you can't luff any !    All luffing at the"pre-start"  must be done 
            slowly. 
4.  A boat over early, has no rights and must keep clear while proceeding around either starting 
            mark to make a proper re-start. 

Definitions: 
 
1.  Starboard tacker- any boat that has the wind passing over their starboard rail. 
2.  Running- any boat sailing 180 degrees ( directly down wind) to the wind. 
3.  Head to Wind-  boat heading directly into the wind.  Can be the upper limit of a luffing 
            maneuver but also means complete loss of speed and thus rudder control with possibility 
            of being caught  "in irons"  (stalled out). 
4.   Luffing- sailing above close-hauled ( sail flutters ) to crowd or force a windward boat to keep 
            clear by having to tacking away.  This maneuver is delicate and slowing.  You can not go 
            past "head to wind".   To go past "head to wind" constitutes a tacking maneuver and you 
            have lost your rights to luff and  all rights in tacking and risk  incurring a penalty.  
5.  Overlap- an overlap exits between two boat who are within 2 boat lengths of each other and 
            if they were on the same course and  any part of one boat would overlap any part of a 
            position abreast of the other.   If  one completes a tack or gybe, a new overlap and new 
            rights can be established or broken. 

Rest of course rules:   (Special cases- exceptions to General Rules) 
 
1. If the maneuver at a turning mark is to be a gybe, an inside boat but without luffing 
             rights  is obliged to execute gybe ASAP.  Conversely, if the maneuver is to be a tack , 
            there is no such obligation to tack ASAP if your ahead of "mast abeam".  This allows 
            you to "sail on" past the mark and keep your opponent in control , waiting on you to 
            make the turn.  
2.  A boat performing a self-penalty has no rights & must keep clear of all others. 
3.  If you intend to luff a windward boat to windward of a mark before it gets to the 2 
            boat-length circle, you must go to windward of the mark also.           


